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Tarkett targets
hospitality sector
via Lexmark deal
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editorial director, and Dustin Aaronson, associate publisher.
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GOLDBERG EARNS
FCNEWS’ LIFETIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
By Ken Ryan

ichael Goldberg, CEO of Rite Rug, was honored Aug. 17
with Floor Covering News’ seventh annual Al Wahnon
Lifetime Achievement Award. The award was presented to Goldberg by Steven Feldman, publisher and editorial
director, and Dustin Aaronson, associate publisher, at Rite Rug’s
headquarters in Columbus, Ohio.
Floor Covering News established the Lifetime Achievement
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Upside of underlayments
Today’s innovative padding
products suppress noise, provide comfort underfoot and
extend the life of the flooring
materials they support.
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Dealers approach fall season with optimism
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arkett, which has steadily
grown its commercial
carpet footprint through
acquisition since
2012, has signed
an agreement to
acquire 100% of
Lexmark Carpet
Mills.
Glen Morrison, CEO of
Tarkett, said the acquisition of
Lexmark will position Tarkett as
one of the leaders in the hospitality segment in North America
while further strengthening
Lexmark’s offering in this segment. The move is expected to
help Tarkett broaden its reach in
North America, where Lexmark
has its production, and tap into
the hospitality segment with
brands such as Marriott.
Dalton-based Lexmark produces carpet primarily for the
North American hospitality segment, although in recent years it
has extended its product range

to address the residential market. Lexmark operates one plant
in the U.S., which generated an
estimated $120 million in sales
in 2017.
In a statement,
Paul Cleary, CEO of
Lexmark, said the
two
companies
share the same
vision and entrepreneurial values, which will
create an even stronger entity.
“Within the Tarkett group, we
will be able to offer a larger
choice of products to our customers and partners and provide an even stronger offering.”
Cleary said he could not expand
any more on the pending acquisition, citing Tarkett’s position
as a publicly traded entity.
However, other sources said
they believe Lexmark will run as
a separate company with
Tarkett. Augusta, Maine-based
NRF Distributors, which handles both accounts, sees the

By Ken Ryan

looring dealers are
expecting a better-thanaverage fall selling season, citing a stronger economy
that favors investment in home
improvement projects such as
flooring. The one caveat
expressed by retailers: the poten-

tial threat tariffs may have on
business in the final two quarters.
For the most part, dealers are
viewing the fall market as a continuation of what has been a solid
year so far. For a few retailers,
however, the autumn is a chance
for a reprieve following an uneven
first half.
“As fall approaches, we see
continued growth opportunity in
all segments of our business,
including multi-family, new construction, commercial, wholesale
and retail,” said Craig Phillips,
president of Barrington Carpet,
Akron, Ohio, whose overall business is up 10% year over year, and
his gross margin is up nearly a full
point. “We got through the dog
days of summer, experiencing
very strong growth in our retail
business. The luxury vinyl/WPC
category continues to dominate

Hiller’s Flooring America, Rochester, Minn.,
is following up a record August with a great
September, thanks in large part to LVP.

our hard surface business in all
segments.”
For Carpetland USA, with
nine stores across eastern Iowa
and western Illinois, the first part

of 2018 was a missed opportunity
squandered by an elongated winter in the Midwest that hurt business for months. However, there
is a silver lining with a harsh winter, according to Doug Bertrand,
executive vice president. “I
believe with the long winter a
good portion of the country
missed the normal spring selling
season, which created pent-up
demand. Now, with winter
approaching, I feel customers
will have disposable income to
invest in their homes. As a result,
I feel the fall selling season will be
better than average.”
The winter weather was harsh
Continued on page 20
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For underlayment suppliers, silence is golden
Sound-deadening padding provides noise-control solutions
By Reginald Tucker

n today’s fashion-centric world of flooring, a lot of
emphasis is placed on style and design. But it’s important to not overlook what lies beneath the flooring—

I

specifically underlayments. Not only can these innovative, functional products extend the life of the flooring
materials they support, but they also provide numerous

benefits for end users, especially noise suppression.
Following is a sampling of some of the latest sounddeadening underlayments available.

Centaur

Foam Products

Centaur Sound Reducer is a composition
rubber sound-control underlayment
engineered for use directly under most
floor finishes. Available in 48-inch-wide
rolls and a variety of standard and custom
thicknesses, Sound Reducer yields exceptional impact sound insulation results,
even under hard surface flooring for concrete or wood-framed construction. Sound
Reducer is backed by more than 400 independent laboratory and field tests.
Also available with a waterproof membrane, Sound Reducer can be installed

Foam Products introduced one of the first
acoustical underlayments, The Silencer,
back in the mid 1990s.
Today, it produces preacoustical
mium
underlayments for all
laminates, wood and
vinyl plank flooring
using the Silencer
brand name.
The
company
offers Eco Ultimate
Silencer/Eco Silencer
HD FOF premium acoustical underlayments for use with laminates, bamboo,
engineered wood and hardwoods. They
are intended to reduce noise transmission
in two- to three-story residential homes,
condos, apartments or other high-rise
buildings. This product has acoustical ratings of up to IIC 73, STC 70 and Delta IIC
22, depending on the subfloor and
installed flooring composition. These
acoustical underlayments eliminate the
hollow, “clicky” sounds inherent in many
laminate floors.

Diversified Industries
FloorMuffler Ultraseal has been the gold
standard for flooring
underlayment, offering the highest sound
ratings in the industry
for the past 14 years.
The polypropylene
formula used to create
FloorMuffler not only provides optimal
sound abatement attributes, but it also
features a built-in moisture barrier.
FloorMuffler is an all-in-one underlay-

under most types of grouted, glued and
floating floors, including hard tile, hardwood, engineered wood, laminate, LVT
and carpet. Product installs easily and is
compatible with radiant heat systems.

ment for use under laminate, engineered
and solid hardwood flooring and boasts
IIC ratings up to (74) dB, an STC up to
(73) dB and a delta IIC
up to (25) dB.
FloorMuffler LVT
Ultraseal is also made
of polypropylene. The
product is 1mm thick,
providing a more
dense product for use under luxury vinyl
tiles and planks and boasts IIC ratings up
to (71) dB, an STC up to (66) dB and a
delta IIC up to (25) dB.

Dri-Tac
DriTac introduces DriTac 8501 RecycUL, a sound and
moisture control felt underlayment for glue-down, floating and nail-down wood and laminate flooring installations. Made from 100% recycled fibers, this thick plastic
moisture barrier provides enhanced acoustical abatement
and can be used for the installation of multi-ply engineered plank, solid plank, bamboo and more. American
made, RecycUL provides moisture vapor blocking technology, with improved foot-fall sound performance.
DriTac also offers two premium-grade foam acoustical
abatement underlayments: DriTac 8301 Impact for
resilient floor installations and DriTac 8302 Double
Impact for wood and laminate floor installations. Both
provide enhanced acoustical abatement properties and a
total sound reduction system when used with approved DriTac flooring adhesives.

Laticrete
Laticrete Fracture Ban is a high-performance, pliable, lightweight, peel-andstick
membrane
designed for use
under thin-bed adhesives for ceramic tile,
stone and other hard
surface installations.
This
reinforced,
high-strength membrane performs as a
crack isolation and an acoustical underlayment system that eliminates the transmission of stresses from the substrate,
while dampening the transmission of
impact and airborne noise through the
floor to the room below.
Laticrete 125 Sound & Crack Adhesive

Silencer LVT premium acoustical
underlayment is designed for a range of
vinyl
plank
flooring
products
(LVT/LVP/WPC), including the 2mm –
3mm
glue-down
planks used in many
This
apartments.
underlayment has all
the sound control,
acoustical rating and
moisture protection
benefits available with
the aforementioned
Eco Silencer products
while adding comfort
underfoot when walking on the thinner
vinyl planks. The Silencer LVT is extra
dense to protect the thin locking edges on
the vinyl planks from breaking.
Foam Products’ underlayments are
constructed to minimize the noise associated with hard surface flooring and are
GreenGuard Gold certified. Foam
Products’ underlayments are made with
high-density polyurethane foam, which
rebounds from applied pressure and is
designed to last the lifetime of the
installed flooring.

is a superior crack prevention/sound isolation adhesive mortar designed to
achieve high Delta IIC ratings and independently tested to ASTM E2179.
Laticrete’s 125 Sound
& Crack Adhesive
provides sound transmission protection
while simultaneously
protecting the surface finish from any
cracking in the substrate. Equipped with
lightweight technology and reinforced
with Kevlar to provide maximum strength
and durability, 125 Sound & Crack
Adhesive is an alternative to time-consuming, thin-set membrane or mat combinations and allow for a more cost-effective tile and stone installation.

Shaw’s Sound Advisor tool quantifies noise levels
DALTON—Shaw Industries has introduced Sound Advisor, an innovative, patent-pending tool to quantify the impact that ceiling and floor
construction (as well as flooring
and underlayment selection) have
on room acoustics. This web-based
tool helps users make more
informed design and interior product selection decisions.
According to Jay Henry, director of innovation at Shaw
Industries, Sound Advisor brings

more science-based decision making to building design, room design
and product selection. The company’s research-centric approach
aims to shape how its teams advise
designers and facility managers
through product selection, and
how Shaw develops innovative
products.
“Floor covering and other products are labeled with an IIC rating;
however, IIC ratings on a product
are not enough,” Henry noted.

“They don’t tell the whole story.”
Building certifications now
take acoustics into account when
evaluating a space's impact on
human health and the environment. The U.S. Green Building
Council LEED v4 includes a focus
on airborne sound and in-room
sound for commercial buildings,
schools and healthcare facilities.
The International WELL Building
Institute has set benchmarks for
the numerous ways a building and

its systems can support human
health and wellness, including
sound abatement.
“Recognizing this gap in the
marketplace, we’ve conducted
extensive testing to provide an estimated IIC rating based on specific
floor and ceiling construction,
paired with flooring types and
installation methods where underlayment is and isn’t used,” Henry
explained. “This testing produced
not only an IIC number but a sound

file that allows a user to actually
hear the difference.”
Shaw’s new Sound Advisor tool
can be currently accessed via the
following branded sites:
•Patcraft:
patcraft.soundadvisor.com
•Philadelphia Commercial:
philadelphia.soundadvisor.com
•Shaw Contract:
shawcontract.soundadvisor.com
•Shaw Floors - Multifamily:
multifamily.soundadvisor.com
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MP Global
QuietWalk Plus, MP Global’s signature
underlayment, literally does it all. It is versatile in its application and can be used
under floating, nail-down and glue-down
floors. QuietWalk Plus is
made from recycled fibers
in a patented process that
offers excellent sound
reduction at a very affordable upgrade option when
compared to cork and rubber options. The product is
popular in high-rise multifamily applications as it
helps diminish the transfer of impact and
airborne noises from traveling to rooms
below. IIC ratings are 71 dB and STC 66).
QuietWalk Plus also boasts a factory-

QEP
Roberts Consolidated Industries,
a division of QEP, offers
SoundBarricade Universal Sound
Control Underlayment featuring
advanced rubber foam technology that delivers enhanced sound
absorption and antimicrobial
protection. The ratings are IIC
69, STC 63, Delta 25 under luxury vinyl tiles and plank, and IIC
68, STC 63, Delta 22 under laminate and wood products.

Schönox
Schönox TS improves impact
sound insulation by up to 17 dB.
This impact sound insulating
underlayment is available in a
thickness of just 1⁄8 of an inch.
Schönox TS is made of cork and
recycled urethane granules for
sound reduction and provides
additional thermal insulation as
well. It is suitable for installation
under resilient floor coverings
such as vinyl and cushioned vinyl
or carpet. It’s also made for all
wood flooring, floating laminate
floors or on wood substrates such
as plywood, oriented strand
board or well-bonded floor coverings such as ceramic.
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attached vapor barrier, which protects hard
surface floors against harmful moisture
emissions found in concrete subfloors.
Insulayment, a cousin to QuietWalk, is
made from the same recycled materials, but
is denser and offers more support under
glue- and nail-down hardwood applications. It has
good sound ratings as well
and boasts an FIIC of 60
and STC of 53, making it
suitable for multifamily and
single-family dwellings.
Due to their fiber makeup,
both Insulayment and
QuietWalk products inherently offer insulation value, and there are
no harmful off-gassing or VOCs.
Furthermore, the products are GreenGuard
certified.

WE Cork
WE Cork’s latest addition to its family of
sound-control products is WECU SilentlyLVT, a high-density rubber
and cork underlayment
specifically designed for
use under glue-down LVT.
WECU products are ideal
for use in single-family
homes as a better and best
upgrade under flooring for
step sound within the
room as well as transmitting sound from rooms above. WE Cork has
also test results using the DELTA IIC ratings, with performance up to Delta 26.
WE Cork’s cornerstone product is
WECU-Soundless (1⁄4 inch) and Soundless+
(1⁄2 inch), one of the most dense cork under-

layments on the market. It is ideal for use
directly under ceramic tile and stone with
an IIC rating of 53 dB, based on laboratory
testing for 6-inch concrete structure (without suspended ceiling) and
one of the highest performing products on the marWECU-Soundless
ket.
products also meet or
exceed building code
requirements in wood-joist
buildings for use under
hardwood and stone flooring.
WE Cork also offers Warm&Quiet (1⁄8)
and Warm&Quiet+ (1⁄4), a medium- density
product line for use under hardwood and
carpeting. WECU-Warm&Quiet+ provides
an IIC 59 rating under hardwood and significant thermal insulation as well.

